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Record Breakers!
2018-09-11

what is the world s longest living creature who
was the first person to reach the bottom of the
ocean where is the longest train route this ebook
is full of amazing facts about people animals
earth and space and brings you the first fastest
longest largest biggest and best records in the
world track the longest shark migration 20 000 km
12 400 miles visit the coolest place on the planet
vostok station antarctica a chilling 89 2oc 128
6of see how plane pioneer chuck yeager first broke
the sound barrier and much more discover the
greatest human achievements from pioneering
inventors to modern feats of engineering transport
technology and sport but there s far more than
just people power in this ebook there are also
records about animals plants and our amazing
natural world find out all about the best of
everything in record breakers an entertaining and
educational ebook that the whole family can enjoy

The Big Book of Record Breakers
1998

this title will give you the story behind records
held by such soccer stars as lionel messi kristine
lilly landon donovan and more the title also
features informative sidebars fun facts a glossary
and further resources aligned to common core
standards and correlated to state standards
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sportszone is an imprint of abdo publishing a
division of abdo

Soccer Record Breakers
2015-08-01

this title will give you the story behind records
held by such basketball stars as michael jordan
john stockton wilt chamberlain and more the title
also features informative sidebars fun facts a
glossary and further resources aligned to common
core standards and correlated to state standards
sportszone is an imprint of abdo publishing a
division of abdo

Basketball Record Breakers
2015-08-01

this title will give you the story behind records
held by such football stars as peyton manning
emmitt smith jerry rice and more the title also
features informative sidebars fun facts a glossary
and further resources aligned to common core
standards and correlated to state standards
sportszone is an imprint of abdo publishing a
division of abdo

Football Record Breakers
2015-08-01

this title will give you the story behind records
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held by such hockey stars as wayne gretzky martin
brodeur henri richard and more the title also
features informative sidebars fun facts a glossary
and further resources aligned to common core
standards and correlated to state standards
sportszone is an imprint of abdo publishing a
division of abdo

Hockey Record Breakers
2015-08-01

what is the world s longest living creature who
was the first person to reach the bottom of the
ocean where is the longest train route this ebook
is full of amazing facts about people animals
earth and space and brings you the first fastest
longest largest biggest and best records in the
world track the longest shark migration 20 000 km
12 400 miles visit the coolest place on the planet
vostok station antarctica a chilling 89 2oc 128
6of see how plane pioneer chuck yeager first broke
the sound barrier and much more discover the
greatest human achievements from pioneering
inventors to modern feats of engineering transport
technology and sport but there s far more than
just people power in this ebook there are also
records about animals plants and our amazing
natural world find out all about the best of
everything in record breakers an entertaining and
educational ebook that the whole family can enjoy
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Record Breakers!
2018-09-11

a complete account of the sport s all time fastest
highest and strongest performances

World Record Breakers in Track &
Field Athletics
1997

with billions of fans and giant stadiums packed
with cheering crowds soccer itself is record
breaking find out even more by reading about
soccer s record breaking superstar players trophy
winning teams and standout coaches

Soccer Record Breakers
2024-08

pocket facts is part of pocket reads a superb
collection of quality books that really capture
children s imaginations pocket reads have
fantastic breadth and variety of genre with pocket
sci fi pocket tales and pocket chillers making up
the rest of the collection of independent readers
the fiction books are beautifully illustrated and
are guaranteed to appeal to even the most
reluctant of readers the non fiction readers are
equally as stunning and will captivate and excite
children with fascinating facts the 105 pocket
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sized fiction and non fiction readers have each
been carefully levelled to the national curriculum
and book banded to ensure children make
progression you can therefore be assured that
every reading experience is one that counts

Risky Record Breakers
2005

nature is full of superpowers meet some of the
extreme animals with powers to smash all the
records this is the highest book band level set in
the wow facts collection it is aimed at pupils
with a reading age of 9 5 10 and an interest age
of 10 14 created with the look and feel of a real
book complete with contents and index as well as
short sentences line spacing and a clear format
the titles in this set are designed to be both
appealing and accessible there should be something
for everyone with a wide range of topics from
music and fashion and modern art to predators of
the land sea and freshwater rivers

Animal Record Breakers
2014-03-01

this title will give you the story behind records
held by such olympic stars as michael phelps nadia
comăneci greg louganis and more the title also
features informative sidebars fun facts a glossary
and further resources aligned to common core
standards and correlated to state standards
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sportszone is an imprint of abdo publishing a
division of abdo

Olympics Record Breakers
2015-08-01

this title will give you the story behind records
held by such baseball stars as rickey henderson
nolan ryan cal ripken jr and more the title also
features informative sidebars fun facts a glossary
and further resources aligned to common core
standards and correlated to state standards
sportszone is an imprint of abdo publishing a
division of abdo

Baseball Record Breakers
2015-08-01

a guide to the biggest the deadliest and the
weirdest prehistoric animals that ever lived non
fiction is an excellent way to foster an interest
in new subjects this set of ten wow facts presents
a variety of unusual subjects such as hip hop
stars haunted houses formula 1 psychological
experiments and lesser known dinosaurs and as
enthusiasm grows for new interests so doors are
opened in terms of comprehension and reading
ability too every book in this hi lo set is aimed
at readers of 10 14 but who have a reading age
closer to 9 9 5
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Prehistoric Record Breakers
2014-03-02

sauroposeidon the tallest dinosaur at 34 feet 10 m
had a long thin tail that could have been used
like a whip luckily for other animals it was a
plant eater the biggest meat eater was the
spinosaurus which probably had the head of a
crocodile and the body of a dragon this beguiling
book combines two high interest topics dinosaurs
and record breaking animals the combination means
a collection of the most fascinating beasts to
ever walk earth compelling text and vivid
illustrations help bring these reptiles to life
while graphic organizers aid readers in organizing
the information they ll want to remember

Dinosaur Record Breakers
2015-07-15

record breakers at the olympic games celebrates
the best records achievements and stories in the
history of the modern summer olympic games
comprehensive in scope the book features record
performances in every sport and discipline since
athens 1896 and highlights the jawdropping efforts
and dramatic moments that make up the games
tapestry of tales additonally the book charts new
sporting additions such as skateboarding and rock
climbing which have attracted a new legion of
young fans there is also a section devoted to the
paralympics citing the stars and star performances
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that have propelled the profile of the paralympic
movement in modern times this is a perfect guide
for young fans in the run up to the paris games in
2024

Record Breakers at the Olympic
Games
2024-06-20

a up to date reference book for record breakers of
all types

Guinness Record Breakers
1997

uses biographical sketches to present record
performances which have captivated the public in
such areas as politics sports science
entertainment daily life and aviation

Movie Record Breakers
1992

like many young boys danny dreams of making it
into the record books eternally optimistic he
writes to mr bibby keeper of the records with
hilarious accounts of his chaotic endeavours in
this book danny will attempt to break the
following records drumroll please windiest baby
biggest underpant hat most infectious yawn tallest
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pizza tower

Record Makers and Record Breakers
1977

like many young boys danny dreams of making it
into the record books eternally optimistic he
writes to mr bibby keeper of the records with
hilarious accounts of his yucky endeavours in this
book danny will attempt to break the following
records drumroll please most armpit farted verses
of old macdonald had a farm vilest verrucas
biggest jelly fight crinkliest wrinkles

Danny Baker Record Breaker: The
World's Windiest Baby
2011-07-01

the record breakers series takes sports records
and vitalizes them with exciting pictures and
engaging writing record breakers guides young
readers through the most stunning moments in
sports sports enthusiasts and new fans will gain
an understanding of the significance and thrill of
these amazing achievements

Danny Baker Record Breaker (3):
The World's Loudest Armpit Fart
2010-07-02
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he s the world s fittest man it s official the
guardianhe s gone 110 rounds with 10 opponents to
win the world kumite karate boxing championships
he s got the world record for the number of press
ups done in a year he did over 1 5 million that s
over 4 000 a day he s got the fastest time for
running a marathon with a 50lb backpack there s
nobody as tough as paddy doyle as a young man he
was a hell raiser he would pick fights and get in
trouble with the law his competitive nature
combined with a terrible rebellious streak
threatened to tip paddy over the edge a chance
purchase of the guinness book of records spurred
paddy into action he knew immediately that he
could beat hands down many of the records listed
paddy s alter ego iron man was born he channelled
all of his destructive energy into becoming a
winner his record of achievement is awesome to
date paddy doyle holds 125 national european and
world fitness and martial arts records some of the
toughest records he has smashed are 1303 back of
hands press ups in one hour a 50 mile run wearing
a 40 lb back pack in 11 hours and 58 minutes and
an incredible 5 000 sit ups with a 50 lb plate in
five hours this is the story of a man who is a
true champion in both heart and mind whose mental
and physical determination to succeed have taken
him from the back streets of birmingham to the
brilliance of a world champion

Record Breakers Series Set
2010-07
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it s 1963 and jack s family is still reeling from
the sids death of his baby sister adrift in his
own life jack is convinced that setting a world
record will bring his father back to his senses
and his mother back to life but world events
including president kennedy s assassination
threaten to overshadow any record jack tries to
beat from sausage eating to face slapping nothing
works and jack is about to give up when a new
friend suggests a different approach that involves
listening to not breaking records

Record Breaker - He is the
Fittest Man in the World, and
He's Got 125 Records to Prove It
2014-11-05

amazing facts about people animals earth and space
pack this fantastic kids book of world records it
s the perfect gift book for children aged 9 11
record breakers brings you the first fastest
longest largest biggest and best records in the
world track the longest shark migration 20 000 km
12 400 miles visit the coolest place on the planet
vostok station antarctica a chilling 89 2oc 128
6of see how plane pioneer chuck yeager first broke
the sound barrier and much more the greatest human
achievements are showcased from pioneering
inventors to modern feats of engineering
technology transport and sport but there s far
more than just people power in the book there are
also records about animals plants and our amazing
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natural world earth and space find out all about
the best of everything in record breakers an
entertaining and educational book for all the
family

Record Breaker
2013-03-01

packed with deadly animals extreme sports
daredevil stunts and large scale natural hazards
record breakers the most dangerous is a no holds
barred look at some of the most perilous
situations in the world

Record Breakers!
2018-08-02

reveals and discusses the intricate internal
workings of record breaking machines provided by
publisher

50 Facts about Record Breakers
1984

they say records are made to be broken but some
marks of excellence are simply out of reach record
breakers tells the stories behind some of the most
extraordinary feats in the sports world learn
about the amazing athletes involved how the record
was made and the record s historical context from
big games to glorious seasons these books will
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have readers clamoring for more book jacket

Record Breakers, the Most
Dangerous
2014-02-21

tells the stories behind baseball s record
breaking statistics

Record Breakers
2011

record breakers at the olympic games celebrates
the best records achievements and stories in the
history of the modern summer olympic games

Basketball Record Breakers
2015-08

mega machine record breakers is bursting with
stats and facts alongside stunning full page
photographs of the most amazing machines on earth

Record Breakers
2003

picture packed and crammed with facts these mini
encyclopedias are great for study companions and
ideal for quick reference record breakers is
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bursting with facts comparisons tables and charts
on the highest tallest fastest and strongest in
the arts science and technology sport and nature
full color

Record Breakers: Record Breakers
at the Olympic Games
2024-06-11

wow facts are specifically written for struggling
readers nature is full of superpowers meet some of
the extreme animals with powers to smash all the
records discover the gold medal winners of the
animal olympics get ready for some surprises

Record Breakers
2008

records the accomplishments of outstanding pro
football players and teams

Mega Machine Record Breakers
2019-01-10

in 1963 cataclysmic world events threaten to
overwhelm jack as his family tries to deal with
the death of his baby sister
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Record Breakers
2010

todd mcfarlane unleashed his signature creation
spawn in 1992 in doing so he created the most
successful independent comic book in history now
the issues leading up to and including the record
breaking spawn 301 are collected together for the
first time this is the storyline that changes
everything including art from industry giants like
greg capullo jason shawn alexander clayton crain
jerome opeÑa as well as a story penciled by todd
mcfarlane himself collects spawn 298 301

Record Breakers
1998

who holds the current nfl record for rushing how
about for passing or touchdowns read all about the
records the record setters and how they did it
things may move quickly during a game but you d be
surprised at how long some of the nfl s greatest
records have stood and who finally broke them for
anyone who has ever wondered what it takes to make
nfl history this is the perfect book with lots of
great photos and fascinating facts readers will
become experts in no time

Animal Record Breakers
2014-02-01
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Pro Football's Record Breakers
1987

Record Breaker
2013

Spawn: The Record-Breaker
2022-05-11

Record Breakers
2003-08-01
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